
OptixEQ May Specials SPOT Play Highlights

Saturday, May 26, 2018 ANITA - RACE 7 

2  - FASHIONABLY FAST (5/1 - VALUE) ran well in debut and NOTES projected an 
IMPROVE? with the addition of blinkers EQUIP? He did not get the blinkers and 
underwhelmed us in his next start. He has been given some time since and now gets the 
blinkers. Also note he worked well with blinkers on (WORKS information integrated in the GRID 
below). 




Sunday, May 27, 2018 SANTA ANITA - RACE 6 

9 - CALIMONCO ACTION (10-1/VALUE ) ran decent 3rd in her first start at today’s level. She 
catches a soft field today and plots very well. 
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Monday, May 4, 2018 KENTUCKY OAKS - RACE 11


1 - SASSY SIENNA (15/1 - BELOW) - has improving form, but looks too slow (best races well 
below today’s OptixFIG range - OFR) and she benefited from a PERFECT trip and a track BIAS 
in her last two starts.


2 - COACH ROCKS (12/1 - BELOW) -  is she the now filly, or did she just peak at GP?  She 
will need to improve to win, and this will be her toughest race yet.


3 - CLASSY ACT (15/1 - BELOW) - is in good form, but has she already peaked? Last three 
OptixFIGs (96,97,95) are all at the top of her OptixFIG range. She looked wobbly NO_LINE in 
her last after being LONE.  The extended OptixNOTES comment states “cleared off at a fast 
pace and stretched the field, tired and drifting in the stretch, surprised she even held 
considering how tired she looked.” Do not like the fact she will be stretching out while facing 
tougher field. Maybe she can hang on for a piece.


4 - CHOCOLATE MARTINI (12/1 - BELOW)  - has really come around since the trainer change 
to Amoss. She benefitted from FLOW last time. Her previous two OptixFIGs were huge 
compared to anything she had done previously. She could regress with a class hike today. 


5 - WONDER GADOT (20/1 - EX) - Tactically, she did not get the best of trips in her last two 
tries. She PLOTS fairly well suggesting she could fall into a better trip this time. She might get 
overlooked after seemingly disappointing efforts at shorter prices. Though we are not sure she 
is G1 quality, we think she could offer value in the exotics.


6 - KELLY’S HUMOR (30/1 - TOSS) - too slow, poor OptixPLOT


7 - RAYYA (12/1 - ABOVE) - her connections were high enough to put her in with the boys in 
the UAE Derby. She was a distant second to the winner MENDELSSOHN. Bob Baffert takes 
over the training. The X_FACTOR must be considered.


8 - HEAVENHASMYNIKKI (50/1 - TOSS)  - She has more of a look of a one turn filly. Her 
OptixFIGs are below today’s OptixFIG range.


9 - TAKE CHARGE PAULA (12/1 - BELOW) - The addition of Lasix could help her carry her 
speed longer, but she probably still needs SHORTER? as OptixNOTES suggests. Also, the 
pace scenario does not seem to set up for her with CLASSY ACT and MONOMOY GIRL 
among other speed / presser types above her in Quadrant 1 on OptixPLOT.


10 - MIDNIGHT BISOU (5/2  - NO_VALUE) has been impeccable in 2018 So. Cal graded 
stakes company. However, while  reviewing her OptixPLOT, her position jumps out at us. She is 
a huge SQUARE, but she is in Quadrant 4. Quadrant 4 squares at CD at this 9f distance only 
win 7% of the time. Also, the Speed Rating and Contention appear to be about average, so we 
are not expecting a pace meltdown. She has a big kick, but she will need to work out a trip and 
sustain her run for 9f. We think this clear 2nd choice on the morning line may be vulnerable.


11 - MY MISS LILLY (10/1 - BELOW)  - plots like a deep closer, but she does her best running 
from closer to the pace. Like MIDNIGHT BISOU, she plots against the track/surface/distance 
profile. She was all out to win the G2 Gazelle.
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12 - PATRONA MARGARITA (30/1- BELOW) - she’s third off the layoff, but she’s no match for 
ESKIMO KISSES and MONOMOY GIRL in the Ashland. Her Q4 CIRCLE on Standard 
OptixPLOT is a real negative.


13 - ESKIMO KISSES  (15/1 - VALUE) - B+ in the G1 Ashland last time while X_FLOW in a 
BTL effort. Off-the-pace runner will need to work out a trip from her deep post, but her jockey 
really knows how to negotiate this oval. We expect her to save ground and make a late rally. 
She looks very live at her juicy M/L.


14 - MONOMOY GIRL (2/1 - LEGIT) - has been nearly perfect in her 6 starts so far. Her worse 
OptixNOTES grade is a B+. She gets a tough draw, but as OptixPLOT suggests, she has 
enough tactical speed to get a stalking trip and still finish. She is a legitimate favorite. For some 
reason, if her odds drift and MIDNIGHT BISOU takes over favoritism, she becomes a KEY 
label.


 

Monday, May 19, 2018 PREAKNESS STAKES - RACE 13  

7 - JUSTIFY (1/2 - LEGIT) is clearly the horse to beat and is his race to lose. If he is able to 
clear and allow Smith to dictate the pace, this race is over. There are horses in here that like to 
run on or near the lead, and even with pressure he can put those challengers away. The race 
will be in the late stage should he be tested early. He has never been headed in the late stage 
of any race.


8 - BRAVAZO (20/1 - EX) could be the trip that gets ignored out of the Kentucky Derby; he 
was wide throughout and the only horse that hung around late after racing in those outside 
paths. That same style tracking trip could be beneficial, especially if Justify is challenged early.


1 - QUIP (12/1 - BELOW) , 3 - SPORTING CHANCE (30/1 - BELOW), and 6 - TENFOLD 
(20/1 - ABOVE) will likely be forwardly placed early, and with the exception of QUIP, could take 
the race to Justify early. I have a hard time seeing this trio beating JUSTIFY at his game, but I 
do see them sticking around for the underneath spot. TENFOLD might have most upside.


5 - GOOD MAGIC (3/1 - BELOW) despite being the clear second choice, he is the horse I am 
going to take a stand against to run out of the money. The concern with him is not talent, or 
ability, but his ability to repeat off what looks to be a taxing effort in the Derby. He was forced 
to run fast early, and hard throughout for the first time in his career. If JUSTIFY and GOOD 
MAGIC run 1-2, it will not be too surprising, and you won’t find me at the cashiers’ line.
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2 - LONE SAILOR (15/1 - BELOW) late running type will be popular to fill out tri’s and super’s. 
He had some minor issues in the Derby, broke slow, slightly steadied around the turn; for the 
most part it was a favorable trip riding the rail. He just did not show enough late given that fast 
pace, and the pace in here looks to be softer.


4 - DIAMOND KING (30/1 - BELOW) comes into this race slightly under on speed, and his 
class ratings. He could be an interesting entrant and make the race exciting by going after 
Justify early. Even as someone that is a fan of this horse, it is hard to see a scenario with him 
coming out on top.





Monday, May 28, 2018  BELMONT PARK - RACE 8  

7 - KHARAFA (6-1/VALUE ) gets pace flow off what looked like a PREP? in Elusive Quality. This 9y 
gelding is capable of following up poor finishes with wins next out. He has only been out of the trifecta 
one time in 8 starts at 1m on the Belmont’s widener turf course.


9 - RAPT (15/1 - ABOVE) like the #7, he might get a pace with flow. The big question is the layoff 185 
days. He hasn’t run well off 2 similar layoff durations, but at this price he is definitely worth some 
inclusion. 


6 - OFFERING PLAN (2/1 - LEGIT) is classy and a gem of consistency. He handles firm and soft turf. He 
should get flow. His only poor performances came at the G1 level.


2 - FOX RULES (20/1 - ABOVE), and 3 - VOODOO SONG (9/2 - FAIR) are early pace types who can 
take pressure and still be effective. 
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Monday, May 28, 2018  BELMONT PARK - RACE 9 

1 - UNCLE SIGH (15-1/ABOVE) was an interesting acquisition by the Repole Stables at the 
age of 7. He has sneaky one-turn dirt form; 3 wins, one second and one troubled trip 4th in 5 
starts. He has been showing more early pace in his recent races, but is also effective from off 
the pace; a style more suited for today’s race profile. A long shot we will be including in all 
vertical slots.


Monday, May 28, 2018  ANITA - G1 SHOEMAKER MILE - RACE 7  

8 - NEXT SHARES (6/1 - KEY) has really improved with the move to the Baltas barn. 
According to OptixWORKS, he is working above average coming into this race. He was 
X_FLOW in Makers G1. Two back, he placed in the G1 Kilroe. Nakatani ends up elsewhere, but 
Bejarano is a capable replacement and knows this horse.  He plots well for a closer.


2 - BOWIES HERO (5/2 - FAIR) and 5 - HUNT (8/1 - FAIR) are both D’Amato trainees working 
well. They both look well on OptixPLOT.  BOWIES HERO is proven at the G1 level with his win 
in the Kilroe. Also he is a 4 year old and has some more upside potential. However D’Amato 
would not have both entered if they didn’t both have a strong chance.


1 - OHM (5/1 - BELOW) is  good enough to win early pace battle, but doesn’t appear to be G1 
material. It will be interesting to see if he can hold on for a piece.


6 - HEART TO HEART (2/1 - BAD) is the likely favorite, but he might be pace compromised 
early by 1-OHM. OptixPLOT projects OHM to be the early leader. HEART TO HEART is not as 
effective stalking/pressing pace. In fact, he’s never won a race where he has not been on the 
lead at the first call. In those 13 races, he has been off the board 9 times.
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Saturday , May 5, 2018 ALYSHEBA - RACE 8


1 - GOOD SAMARITAN (5/2 - SOFT) ran well in the G2 New Orleans last time, but benefited 
from the race dynamics (SETUP). Two back, he ran a strong 2nd in the G1 Clarke over this 
same track. Pace dependency is his problem, and as OptixPLOT suggests, this race lacks 
contention and the SpeedRate is low. He must be considered a contender, but based on the 
pace scenario, he will be vulnerable.


2 - HENCE (15/1 - FAIR) used his last race as a PREP?, but his prime effort is still maybe a 
race or two away. He is another horse who looks compromised by the pace scenario.


3 - ALWAYS DREAMING (3/1 - BELOW) has been disappointing since his Derby win. He 
seems to lack the killer instinct lately. He gets the right distance and potentially a favorable 
pace scenario in this race, but we just don’t trust him at what’s expected to be relatively short 
odds.


4 - BACKYARD HEAVEN (9/2 -FAIR) is a young, lightly raced horse catching a relatively soft 
G2 event. OptixPLOT suggests he can stalk right off ALWAYS DREAMING. He gets tested for 
class today, but we respect the connections and really like how he separated from the field late 
in his March Allowance win. 


5 -HOPPERTUNITY (3/1 - BELOW) consistent grinder has hit the superfecta in all except 2 of 
his 29 career starts. He is not same horse as 7y, but he PLOTS fairly well on Surface/Distance 
filter. We are against him on the win end and, even though he can round out the other types of 
vertical plays, there will not be much value.


6 - GIUSEPPE THE GREAT (30/1 - TOSS) will need a form turnaround to compete.


7 - HAWAAKOM (15/1 - EX) is getting up in years and, at age 8, he is not in the same form as 
he was in the past, but he can still pop a big effort now and then. Today’s distance really suits 
him the best. In his 20 dirt races between 8 - 8.5F, he has won 7 and been in the money 16 
times. We will be using him in our exotics hoping he has one more big effort in him.


8 - AWESOME SLEW (5/1 - VALUE) is a versatile horse. He can be effective as a closing, one-
turn sprinter or pressing, 2-turn horse. He could get tracking trip behind ALWAYS DREAMING 
and BACKYARD HEAVEN and get the first run on some of the closers. He has placed in both 
G1 and G2 company, so he fits on class.
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LABEL DESCRIPTION

VALUE Value Contender with >= 20% chance of winning and odds >= 5-1.

NO_VALUE No Value Contender with <= 20% chance of winning and odds <= 5-1.

EX Good underneath exotic horse usually at big odds >=10-1.

KEY Horse with >=35% chance of winning and non-favorite.

BOARD Consistently hits the board and projects to hit it again today.

FAIR Based on Morning Line horse seems to be around fair value.

ABOVE Contender with better chance of winning than odds indicate (overlay) based on M/L. 

BELOW Contender with less chance of winning than odds indicate (underlay) based on M/L. 

TOSS Horses that can be confidently eliminated from all vertical and horizontal pools.

BAD Bad favorite; play against.

SOFT Vulnerable favorite; good to play against when you have a VALUE contender.

LEGIT Favorite is legitimate; don’t play against. Highly likely to finish in one of the top-3 slots.

WAGER LABELS


